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1.  Introduction 
 
The Computer Audio Recorded Interviewing (CARI) Recorder Component is a new function offered by 
Blaise in version 4.8.4. It can be utilized when the built-in audio capabilities are inadequate for recording. 
In this paper, we will discuss the application of this function at the University of Michigan. We will also 
discuss how the output of this function can be used to conduct quality control tasks. 
 

2.  Background 
 
CARI is a technique that records the conversation between the interviewer and the respondent on the 
computer during an interview. The Blaise Data Entry Program (DEP) began to support CARI in version 
4.8.2. The built-in audio function provides sound recording and screen capturing during the data entry 
process. In Michigan, we have utilized a system developed in-house, the Digitally Recorded Interviewing 
(DRI) system, to record video files since 2007. While the DRI system works well to meet our needs,  
some inadequacies exist: 
 

• The Blaise Alien Router used for DRI has some inconsistencies – it may miss some fields in 
recording, while on the other hand it adds extra field to the output; 
 

• The Alien Router may slows down the interview process for some datamodels 
 

• The log file provided by the system does not provide any linkage to Blaise data model fields thus; 
it (the log file) cannot be used by the evaluation system for quality control purposes. 

 
We started to investigate the usage of CARI when Blaise 4.8.2 was released.  We chose not to incorporate 
it in our environment at that time because, at that point, Blaise CARI was only capable of producing 
audio and image files but not video files. In Michigan, we utilize the video files to view the interview 
process primarily for quality control purposes, as well as for other reasons.  
 
In November 2011, several organizations gathered at Michigan to discuss all aspects of Blaise CARI/DRI 
functions. During the meeting, Michigan requested that Blaise extend its CARI functions to be more 
flexible in order to meet our requirements. At the beginning of 2012, Blaise Beta version 4.8.4 added a 
new Recorder Component that can be used to control a COM-interface. This COM-interface can be used 
when the built-in audio capabilities are inadequate, e.g., when you need to record interviews conducted 
via voice-over internet protocol (VOIP) , control a video camera or any other devices. In our case, we 
would need this COM-interface to control an external program, - Camtasia, for video recording the 
computer screen during the interview. Michigan worked closely with Blaise developers to define the 
system requirements and to help with testing.   
 
During 2012, one of the major studies in Michigan – the Panel Study of Income Dynamic (PSID) was in 
its development stage for its 2013 panel survey. We decided to implement this new Blaise CARI function 
to record interviews. The project launched the production interview at beginning of 2013, and it is still 
on-going. We found the new Blaise CARI system performed very well and are very pleased with its 
outcomes.  
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3.  About CARI COM-interface 
 
The Blaise CARI COM-interface defines a set of methods in which your own recorder object can be 
supported without dictating anything about the implementation. COM is a language-neutral way of 
implementing objects. It can be used with almost any programming language including all .NET 
languages through .NET COM. With this new interface, we were able to drive the Camtasia recording 
software to start and stop recording interview questions. The language used is C#.NET.  
 

4.  Michigan CARI Recorder Component 
 
4.1. Start/Stop Camtasia in Sample Management System 

 
The existing DRI system developed at the University of Michigan utilizes the  Sample Management 
System (SMS) to launch the Camtasia recording, handle video file renaming, detect the rendering process, 
and copy video files to their final location. Based on the project requirement changes, the SMS can also 
implement different algorithms to select cases to be recorded, and to update its database status upon 
exiting the Blaise DEP. The decision was made to continue to implement  these steps outside of Blaise 
CARI.  

 
4.2. Create an AciveX Library (DLL) 

 
The ActiveX Library is called by the Blaise CARI Setting Interface (.BCI) file.  Below are the methods 
that need to be implemented by the ActiveX Library: 
 

• InitRecorder:   
A procedure called when the DEP is started.  
 

• EnterForm:  
A procedure called when the DEP enters the form.  
 

• Start (Filename):  
A procedure called when the DEP arrives at a field and the recorder is enabled. The filename passed to this 
procedure is a string that consists of the current fieldname and file settings defined in the CARI-
specification file, e.g., extension and temporary path name.  
 

• TimeElapsed as integer:  
The function TimeElapsed returns the number of seconds the recorder is running.  
 

• Status as TStatus:  
Status returns the status tsIdle (=0) when the recorder idles, tsPaused (=1) when the recorder is paused, or 
tsPlaying (=2) when the recorder is running.  
 

• Stop:  
A procedure called to stop recording.  
 

• LeaveForm:  
A procedure called when the DEP leaves the form.  
 

• ExitRecorder:  
A procedure called when the DEP exits.  
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Since most of the Camtasia recording programming is handled outside of Blaise, the Michigan DLL 
implementation was very concise. The codes that needed to be added to the system were limited to  three 
methods: Start () to start or resume recording,  Stop () to pause recording to Camtasia Recording, and 
ExitRecorder () to stop Camtasia Recording when the DEP exits. 
 
 
4.3. Set Up the BCI File 
 
Next, a significant amount of effort was required to investigate how to set up a Blaise CARI Setting 
Interface (.BCI) file to work with the DLL to capture the video files based on project requirements.   
 
4.3.1 Parameters  

  
 

• Prog ID: The first step to enable Recorder Component is setting its Prog-ID. By default, the 
components' prog-ID is left blank, meaning that no COM component is used. In order to use our 
own recording component, click the Prog-ID's dropdown box to select the Prog-ID 
‘UMSROCariHook.CamtasiaBlaiseRecord’. 

 
• Enabled Status: A Boolean expression that evaluates true or false. If true, the recorder is enabled. 

If false, we can enable/disable the recorder at the field list level. 
 

• Time Limit: Use this property to set the recording duration (in seconds). The value is set to be -1 
so the recorder will continue to record until it is stopped for any other reason. 
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• Overall Time Limit: Recording stops when the overall recording time for a case exceeds the 
specified limit in seconds. In our situation, the time limit and overall time limit have the same 
effect. 
 

• Max. nr of fields: Recording stops when the recordings per case exceed the specified amount. It is  
set to -1 since we want to record an unlimited number of fields. 
 
 

4.3.2 Fields  
 
In most cases, we do not want to record the entire interview. As in the Built-in Recorder, a list of fields to record can 
be specified. For each field identified by its name, you can overrule the recording time limit and a recording chance 
or even enable or disable the Recorder Component.  
 

 
  
There are several options to choose from while specifying the field list. We found the easiest way is to 
record ranges of consecutive fields, resulting in  limited fields added to  the list. To record a range of 
fields, we add fields to the list that enable or disable the recorder upon arrival in these fields. These fields 
work as a toggle. Once the recorder is enabled, it will stay enabled until it is disabled. Below are a list of 
summary points regarding the field list: 
 

• We found it is the best to choose “According the rules of the current datamodel” option while 
defining the field list. This will ensure that the field list is defined in the right order..  
 

• The first field is the consent question and it is always enabled. The other fields enabled 
statusesare dependent on the Consent question, e. g., RecordedIW_Consent = Consent. The 
CARI’s “Consent Info” feature can also been used for the same purpose. 
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• The “Auto stop” settings are set to False for all fields on the list. This means that the interview 

will be recorded in one file during a Blaise session. For example, if an interview is completed in 
two sessions, there will be two recordings associated with the interview. We think this is the best 
setting for video recording in order to minimize  the number of files and the storage size. 
 

4.3.3 Log Files 
 

The Recorder can keep track of all its actions in two different log files - a Main log file and a Case log 
file. In our implementation, we primarily use the  main log file. The log files are very useful in several 
aspects: 
 

• They can be used to verify the CARI recording system to make sure the recording files contain 
the fields we defined in the .BCI file and vice versa.  
 

• The timestamps and other start/stop information can be used later for quality control purposes, i.e 
to jump to recorded field locations. 
 
 

5. Developing a Quality Control System for CARI 
 
In Michigan, we have been utilizing a quality control (QC) system to evaluate interviews recorded in the 
existing DRI system. Because the video files produced by the new CARI system are similar, the same 
quality control system can be used for both CARI and DRI files. Since the file produced by the CARI 
system is more closely related to other Blaise files, e.g., the data model and audit trails, we think a better 
system can be built to facilitate the QC Process.  
 
Some early work has been conducted recently. In July this year, a lab study implemented CARI’s built-in 
audio recording option. A system is being built to quickly to evaluate audio output for this study. 
Although the current program can only work with audio and image files, we believe that we can add the 
video evaluation component relatively easily because both types of output share similar features. 
 
Below is a screenshot of the new Michigan QC system. On the left, the case adt file is used to build the 
field navigation list. When a staff member reviewing the file for quality control purposes lands on a field 
that has both audio recording and image files, the right window will show the image file and the audio file 
will be played back. If no recording file exists for that field, the system will show the question text and 
answers based on the data model and adt files. The quality control staff are able to  enter comments in the 
pop-up box.  
 
It is extremely helpful to be able to link the adt file to the recording. The system knows exactly which 
question is under review. This field information is saved in the QC database along with comments for 
future reporting purpose. The keystroke information from the adt is also displayed to aid QC evaluations.  
 
 
At this point, the built-in audio outputs one file per field, so we do not need to use the CARI log file to 
find the field location. When the video function is implemented for the system later, the CARI timestamp 
in the log file should be able to guide the system to jump to specific field locations in a video. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
PSID is the first project that implemented this new CARI system. We have already seen many advantages over the 
previous system. We have a few applications developed for verification of CARI output files, and have found the 
output video files are accurate. Several Alien Router interfaces were programmed in the PSID data model to help 
collect special data, for example, the Employment Event History calendar. With the CARI Recorder Component, all 
user actions are recorded. This is not only useful for interviewer evaluation and quality control purposes, but it is 
also beneficial as it can aid in detecting usability issues.. 
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	I. INTRODUCTION
	As one moves from Blaise 4 to Blaise 5 you see dramatic changes and none more so than in the Blaise Control Centre.  The Blaise 5 Control Centre provides a development environment that dynamically integrates design elements with the application code. ...
	 The Source Editor is used to author and maintain the application code.
	 The Resource Editor allows for the customization of graphical elements such as fonts, texts, media, and most importantly Templates and Resource Sets which are all contained in the Resource Database.
	 The Layout Designer integrates the application code with the design elements of the Resource Database.
	The layout of each question in a questionnaire is made up of one or more Templates.  Templates are constructed from elements such as Grids, Panels, Data Values and Response Values, to get the desired question display. Blaise 5 provides a set of predef...
	A Resource Set is a user defined collection of graphical elements and Templates that are used to create standard layouts within an organization. Resource Sets can be defined to provide baseline support for related categories of surveys, e.g. device ty...
	The combination of the application code for a survey and a given Resource Set comprise a Layout Set. In this manner, a single survey’s application code can be combined with one or several Resource Sets (e.g., one for a web browser and one for an iPad).
	This new feature within Blaise 5, the separation of the survey application code from the presentation and formatting specification, provides new flexibility for deploying a survey for use by different devices and modes with minimum recoding and ease o...
	III. CONVERSION FROM BLAISE 4 TO BLAISE 5
	The application we chose to convert was a multimodal (CATI/CAWI), household survey. We concentrated on the CAWI modifications necessary to produce a working Blaise 5 application since the target platform was the web.
	A. General Steps

	The Blaise 4 to 5 Source Converter tool was the starting point for the code conversion of our application. All that was needed were a few simple parameters entered into the Blaise 4 to 5 Converter dialog, Figure 1
	.
	Figure 1
	For the ‘File name:’ we chose to use the .bpf although we could have used the .bla. In the ‘Source search path:’ we selected folders containing include files, type libraries, procedures and configuration files.
	The converter will then make the changes necessary to run the application under Blaise 5.  We found that some Blaise 4 keywords such as NEWPAGE, NEWLINE and NEWCOLUMN were commented out in the new Blaise 5 code and identified as such in the Output of ...
	Figure 2
	Our application used prepare directives, $MESSAGE, $IFDEF, $IFNDEF, $ELSE and $ENDIF, to distinguish between CATI and CAWI code and these directives were converted. In addition the conditional define from the Blaise 4 Project Options was carried over ...
	B. Lessons Learned
	Once the conversion process was completed we had a Blaise 5 program that could have run without further intervention. However, after preparing the application in Blaise 5, we found that a number of warning messages were generated reflecting the keywor...
	Figure 3
	The warning messages, as shown in Figure 3, for items such as the Layout and alien procedures and their calls can be removed. Be aware that removing items that cause warning messages is an iterative process. If you prefer a cleaner set of code, we rec...


	IV. SUBSEQUENT MODIFICATIONS
	During conversion   Blaise 5 will assign a layout to each question based on the Modelib. It will also use defaults for the number of items on a page, the number of displayed columns for a response, style settings, master page and Resource Set.
	The remainder of this section will describe some of the subsequent modification we made to our application.
	A. Layouts
	Blaise 5 provides the flexibility to create customized views through the use of layout instructions which Blaise 4 did not offer.
	After running the application, as it was initially converted, we noted a number of different field layouts we needed to change. The first item we changed was the number of columns displayed for enumerations. The default is two columns, as shown in Fig...
	Figure 4
	To set the global default number of columns to one we changed the ‘Arrangement’ property in the Resource Database to one column using the Resource Editor, Figure 5.
	The result of the change is shown in Figure 6.
	Figure 6
	The next change is to questions that are used for informational purposes such as welcome screen, interviewer instructions and closing text. Blaise 5 displays as its default not only the question text but also the response. As shown in Figure 6, there ...
	We wanted to remove the ‘Continue’ response because the question is used for informational purposes only and to reduce keystrokes. To remove the ‘Continue’ we changed the FieldPane from ‘Vertical’ to ‘QuestionTextOnly’ as shown in Figure 7.
	Figure 7
	This question’s corresponding structure is pictured in Figure 8. The icon next to the field name AIN.auxWebIntroduction denotes the assigned ‘QuestionTextOnly’ template.
	This resulted in the ‘Continue’ response no longer being displayed as shown in Figure 9.
	Figure 9
	Another change we made was to make an enumerated list into a dropdown list. In this example, Figure 10, we wanted to change the month of a date of birth.
	Figure 10
	To create the dropdown we changed the DataValue Template from the default ‘AnswerList’ to ‘DropDownList’ as shown in Figure 11.
	Figure 11
	This resulted in the enumerated list being changed to a dropdown list, Figure 12.
	Figure 12
	Blaise 5 gives you the ability to change the look of a question by modifying any of the “standard” Templates. In the Resource Editor, you can make a copy of the standard template you want to modify and use this as a starting point. How to make the ver...

	B. Tables
	The concept of tables is to place fields on a page in a structured view. Depending on the instrument’s structure some fields (arrayed blocks) lend themselves to be a table. After the conversion you’ll notice in the Layout Structure, blocks and arrays ...
	Figure 13
	Figure 14
	Figure 15
	Figure 16
	Figure 17
	When working with tables we need to distinguish between ‘Groupable’ and the Group instruction. ‘Groupable’ refers to the contents of blocks and arrays being put into a table format; as opposed to using the Group instruction to manually group related f...
	C. Grouping
	The concept of Grouping is new in Blaise 5. The Blaise 5 Group instruction allows you to tie together related fields in order to allow a horizontal or tabular display and/or a special behavior on the screen. Phone number, full name and date of birth a...
	In our example the first grouping we did was for the child’s date of birth. In the source we grouped the date of birth fields, month, day and year and their applicable rules using the Group instruction, Figure 18.
	GROUP ChildDOBGroup  "What is ^HHChildrenNames.ChildrenNames.Person[pChildPointer].ChildFName's birthdate?"
	FIELDS
	ChildBirthMonth (AIN2460)
	{What is ^HHChildrenNames.ChildrenNames.Person[pChildPointer].ChildFName's birthdate?}
	"<NEWLINE><I>ENTER MONTH</I>"
	: TMonth,DK,RF
	ChildBirthDay (AIN2480)
	"<I>ENTER DAY</I>"
	: TDay,DK,RF {TI1_31}
	ChildBirthYear (AIN2500)
	"<I>ENTER YEAR</I>"
	: TYear,DK,RF {TI1990_2015}
	RULES
	ChildBirthMonth
	IF ChildBirthMonth = RESPONSE AND ChildBirthMonth <> EMPTY THEN
	DoBMonthInteger := ORD(ChildBirthMonth)
	IF (ChildBirthMonth.ORD = 4) OR (ChildBirthMonth.ORD = 6) OR (ChildBirthMonth.ORD = 9) OR (ChildBirthMonth.ORD = 11) THEN
	ValidDay29 := '29'
	ValidDay30 := '30'
	ValidDay31 := ''
	ELSEIF (ChildBirthMonth.ORD <> 2) THEN
	ValidDay29 := '29'
	ValidDay30 := '30'
	ValidDay31 := '31'
	ELSE
	ValidDay29 := '29'
	ValidDay30 := ''
	ValidDay31 := ''
	ENDIF
	ENDIF
	ChildBirthDay
	ChildBirthYear
	ENDGROUP
	In our application we wanted the DOB question text to appear across all three fields. In order to this we moved the question text from the month field to the Text component in the Group instruction.
	The rules in the Group instruction were taken from the Rules section in the application. Inserted in place of the rules in the Rules section of the application is the Group Identifier, ChildDOBGroup.
	As a result of grouping the month, day and year fields, they are now termed a ‘Group’ in the Layout Structure, Figure 19.
	Figure 19
	In order to get the fields to display horizontally we needed to apply a template to the group. We selected the ‘Table: Abreast’ from the Grouping templates in the ribbon which resulted in the three DOB fields being aligned horizontally, Figure 20.
	Figure 20
	Our final step was to replicate the DOB layout across the other DOB instances in the array. This was done by “Promoting” the DOB Group. We first used the ‘Promote instruction scope to block’ to promote the month, day and year fields. Next we promoted ...
	Figure 21
	As another example of grouping we grouped alike questions to form a table. We grouped the questions similar to the date of birth questions but without a Rules section. Then using the ‘Table: OptionList’ from the Groupings on the Ribbon, the table was ...
	Figure 22
	D. Lessons Learned
	1. We found that the Source Converter will automatically insert line breaks (<newline>) at the beginning of the line being new lined. However, if you need to add subsequent line breaks be sure to place them at the beginning of the new line. Adding the...
	2. While testing our application we observed that questions displayed contrary to their conditional statements and that fill strings did not fill until we selected the next page. Answers to a question can influence the visibility or the value of subse...
	In our application we needed to designate the month of the child’s date of birth to be critical so that the appropriate dropdown display of days matched the month selected. For instance April required a display of 30 days, January required 31 and Febr...
	3. After converting the application we found that only one layout set was created which was named ‘Interviewing1’.  It uses the Browser Resource Set. You will have to add other Layout Sets for your target platforms which include the assignment of a Re...


	V. DISTRIBUTING BLAISE 5 TO MOBILE PLATFORMS
	Mobile websites are universally accessible, less expensive to develop and maintain and can accessed by all mobile devices that have a browser. The issue of dealing with deployment to app store and certifications is avoided with a mobile web application.
	There are lots of articles and books on designing web sites for mobile devices but our discussion will focus on taking our Blaise 5 instrument designed for a regular PC browser or a Windows desktop and with the addition of a few layout sets, make it c...
	While this paper focused on the conversion of a Blaise 4 application to Blaise 5 we took the added steps of installing it on a Blaise 5 web server along with Statistics Netherlands’ Trade survey. We used an updated version of the Blaise app written by...
	As mentioned earlier in the Background section Blaise 5 uses Layout Sets (a combination of application code and Resource Set templates) to define the look and feel of a web application on a particular type of device. Blaise 5 provides some standard pl...
	 Windows Desktop
	 Browser
	 iPhone
	 iPad Portrait
	 iPad Landscape
	 AndroidTabletPortrait
	 AndroidTabletLandscape
	The approach taken to make the Blaise 5 survey mobile aware is by using an Adaptive design principle – Which involves using different Resource Sets or UI layouts to suit different types of mobile device browsers. The application detects the type of de...
	These styles are easily done in Blaise 5 and offer benefits such as:
	 The user experience is the same across all devices
	 Using the same application code across all platforms.
	 Same links work across all devices
	 Flexibility for future devices
	We took our converted application Blaise 5 application and added layouts for an iPad, iPhone and a 7” Android tablet. When the Blaise 5 survey is accessed from any one of these devices, the application renders the correct type of layout to fit the scr...

	VI. CONCLUSIONS
	Westat’s process to convert a working Blaise 4 IS instrument to Blaise 5 spanned a number of Blaise 5 versions. As each version was released and bugs were fixed and templates were added or updated we would rerun the Source Converter. This conversion w...
	As we moved past the actual conversion process we discovered a few not so obvious benefits of Blaise 5.  We found that Blaise 5 provides greater flexibility to customize page layouts for our application. As we make changes to the layout, they are inst...
	Though our target platform was the browser, we tested our application on other platforms including the iPad and iPhone. We were able to run our application on both the iPhone and iPad using the Statistics Netherlands Blaise app.
	It is anticipated that future releases of Blaise 5 would include features such as the use of Alien Procedures, incorporating hyperlinks in question text and the ability to duplicate Layout Sets to customize for specific platforms.
	A Questionnaire Guide to Web Accessibility
	Mark M Pierzchala, MMP Survey Services, LLC
	1. An Approach to Achieving Web Instrument Accessibility
	Statistical agencies around the world are required to field accessible web survey instruments. While there are general web accessibility standards (such as the US Section 508), there is little guidance on what accessibility means for a complex web que...
	While this paper uses the term 'accessibility', of equal importance is that the web survey instrument be understandable and useable for a blind user with a screen reader. 'Accessibility' encompasses many disabilities besides blindness such as other vi...
	Most example screens used in this document are based on real-life examples from surveys worked on by the author. For many of the screens there was considerable discussion and experimentation with clients, study directors, specification writers, and pr...
	 Describe some important Blaise IS accessibility features.
	 Motivate organizations to take up and complete this work; that is, produce a standard set of guidelines for web survey accessibility which people can use to judge their instrument's web accessibility and usability for complex screens. This standard ...
	 Compare and contrast visual web design versus aural web design for complex screens.
	 Find ways to make one instrument design work for both sighted and blind users.
	 Give information for Blaise 5 screen accessibility requirements.
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